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00.00.09

Dr. Squire L. Brown: This interview is one of a series of interviews on the oral history of
Cold War Technology. The series is sponsored by the Wright State University Libraries,
Special Collections and Archives. Today is May 27, 2009. The subject is Mr. William
Bahret. During his professional career Mr. Barhet was the Air Force's authority on radar
signature. This interview is the second with Mr. Bahret. The previous interview
provided a synopsis of his career. This interview will highlight specific aspects. Mr.
Bahret will use a sequence of photographs to illustrate his work.
Mr. Bahret would you like to begin with this first photograph?

00.00.59

Mr. William F. Bahret: Surely. The last interview was more anecdotal than technical
and this subject is really very technical. And so I thought this time it might be useful for
the listener if I tell a little more about what it is we deal with in reducing radar signature.
Toward that end I brought this pattern that you see. (Fig. 1)
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Fig. 1: Airplane Radar Signal Pattern
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This is an actual radar pattern of an airplane. The airplane, that was a model mounted
on a column, and the column was rotated so that we got to see the airplane from nose,
which is on the left, to tail which is here, center, to nose again. So it's a 360 degree
00:01.59

t/
T

pattern. This is typical of what a radar see as it looks at an airplane.
I call your attention to the fact that the abscissa, that's the scale on the left over here, is
in decibels. The reason for that is because the range of levels of the signals is so wide
that if you put it on a linear scale you'd need paper that would be two miles high.
For those who are not familiar with the decibel scale, every time you go up it's a factor
of ten . So say start at the sixty line over here. At the fifty line that's ten times this much
signal. Next is a hundred times, a thousand, ten thousand, hundred thousand, and so
on and so forth .

00.04.09

You can see that the dynamic range of these signals is tremendous. It's like a million-to
one. Now the reason for showing this pattern is because this is the starting point for
doing any work in signature control.
To explain why the pattern looks so funny, these lobes are due to the fact that there are
multiple sources of echo that cancel or reinforce each other as a plane is rotated. That' s
why the big dynamic range here. Again you go up to the peaks and then you go nulls.
Now this pattern would change if you change the radar frequency because of the way
signals phase in and out. But you have to start with this sort of thing to begin to
understand how you could reduce echo from vehicles. I don't know what vehicle this
was. You know we measured thousands of them in doing the work. I couldn't tell you
anyhow to keep it unclassified. But nevertheless this is the starting point. That kind of
a pattern comes from a measurement.

00.04.30

This next picture shows the first Air Force anechoic chamber that was used for this type
of work. (Fig. 2)
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Fig. 2: Anechoic Chamber, Building 821, Wright Patterson Air Force Base

This is actually Building 821 on the base. It's called "the barn." The reason we used that
building for this work is it is a large open expanse an)i-{h_a t's what you need for doing
this sort of thing. You can't do it in a small room. {_.)('
What you see here is a chamber with radar absorbent materials surrounding the model
support in the center. Those materials are designed so that when we send a simulated
radar signal out wall echo is insignificant. We have to eliminate all other sources of
reflection and focus on the target which is on the top of that support.J
The measurement equipment is back here and I call your attention to the fact that in the
"good ole' days" we literally had to build that ourselves. If you weren't a semi-decent
engineer you should get another trade. But in any case we used this sort of facility to
study echo sources.

00.05.55

Brown: May I ask a question sir? When was this facility constructed?
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00.06.04

Bahret: 1953

00.06.04

Brown: And what would have been the motivation behind constructing this; what
would have been the Air Force requirement?

00.06.10

Bahret: Well the project that I was assigned to when I went to the lab, the Avionics Lab
of course, was to determine the size of radar echoes. It's a funny thing because as
everyone knows radar came into vogue in World War II, but the trouble is they knew
they could send a signal out and they could get an echo back, but they had no idea
about the size of the echo they were going to get. Nor did they have any idea at all of
what caused the echo. They say "well the plane causes it." Well it turns out that's an
over simplification.

00.06.53

So what we were really trying to do was to determine how to quantify radar echo from
aircraft. The facility had a wide range of frequency we could use. It served its purpose
pretty well. But it has limitations.
To make a valid measurement of a target, it has to be a certain distance away from the
source. Now what I'm saying is radar signals travel out from an antenna much the same
as when you drop a pebble in water and spirals go out. When the spirals get so far
away, then you can say "along this much length things are pretty much the same. You
have to have a constant signal across the target for everything to contribute well. So
the bigger the target the farther away it has to be and that was a limitation of this
range.

00:08:42

Now, this picture (Fig. 3) shows a piece of equipment that is an extremely important
contribution to the business of producing low signatures. This is nothing but a
transmission line -a radio frequency line. This device is a generator that sends signals
out to that transmission line. What we're trying to do here was to determine the
electrical properties of ingredients that we could use to design and build radar
absorbent materials.
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Fig. 3: Generator and Radio Frequency Line

Now I have to digress for just a moment. In the early days we had to resort to the same
technology that was used in World War II to catalog what we called "voltage standing
wave ratio," VSWR. Electromagnetic waves do not like any kind of perturbations; they
like to pass through smooth media designed to handle very low reflections. You hoped
everything matched up. But it turns out that to design radar absorbent material you are
frequently using ingredients that have very, very, high reflectance. So the old
techniques worked poorly. What you had to do with the old technique was you had to
choose a frequency from a signal source; look at the material; make a measurement,
then change the frequency and look at it again.

00:10:23

Well, the errors in doing that are so vast that we rarely ever could design the material
mathematically and then build it based on the numbers that we had gotten from the
measurement. This device produces such an extreme wide frequency range of signals,
but it doesn't give you any more accuracy at any one point. What it does do is it gives
you so many points that you can draw a curve through there that's really characteristic
of the material.
Once we had this technology it made all the difference in the world because never after
this did we design a total absorber based upon the ingredients and have it fail to work
the way we wanted it.
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00:11:15

Now just to interest the reader for a little bit-in about 1987, maybe '88, I forget, I got a
call from Ohio State University, and they said "hey Bahret you're going to be up here for
lunch tomorrow."
I said "tell me why ...I don't really travel to Ohio State for lunch very often." And they
said "because we have a very special guest for lunch." AN organization in Washington
that shall remain nameless brought over my Soviet counterpart. And he was going to be
at that luncheon. I was made to sit next to him. He spoke excellent English. He was a
nice fellow; we talked and got along well. But after the lunch was over I was ca lled aside
by these unnamed parties and they said "Ok Bahret tell us where the Soviet's stand?"
And that was the idea. This fellow, we talked freely. He was from some Moscow
institute, I forget. I asked him "how do you measure materials and ingredients and all
that? And he said "well we put them on a pole on a flat plate."

00:12:41

00:13:28

Now I won't bore you with the problems in that technique, but they had no more
chance of coming up with the ingredients of a good absorbent material than a snowball
in hell. I mean the thing just couldn't work; it was so full of errors, it was hopeless. And
they asked me "how far do you think they're behind us?" And I said "twenty years."
Anyhow, it proved to be true; they never did build anything useful. So you know besides
having nice legs, which the operator clearly has; it's a nice piece of equipment.

1'

J : ; :entioned earlier the problem with our indoor range is that it didn't have enough
room to handle large targets. Well the Air Force recognized that so they built t his huge
range out in White Sands National Monument. This is out in New Mexico, (Fig. 4) out at
Holloman Air Force Base. That's Gypsum. If you don't know what Gypsum will do to
your clothes or anything else, just walk around a little while and your shoes are no
longer working, it just rusts everything.
But the neat thing about it is it can be made extremely flat. And that's what's needed
for a range of this type. This transmitting equipment is all back here. This is a model of
an F-16 up on the tower. (Fig. 4) And these are the kind of towers you use; they're
Styrofoam to get as a low reflection as you can. And then you rotate the thing and
make your pattern. Again another example of how things were done.
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Fig. 4: F-16 Model on tower at Holloman Air Force Base {HAFB}

00:14:44

OK, it turned out we were able to design a pretty good absorbent material early on,
around the end of the '50s. And of course there's always somebody who says "well we
have to demonstrate such a marvelous technology." So we were made to do that and
they gave me this plane a T-33. {Fig. 5) And that entire plane is covered with a radar
absorbent material which is one inch thick.

Fig. 5: T-33 covered in radar absorbent material
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Now the problem is that people kept asking "well what are the Russians doing...or what
is some other country doing?" You couldn't tell from looking at this airplane that it has
absorbent all over it, unless you were maybe an expert with calipers or something that
got down to the details.
00:15:37

We used to park it out on the flight line. The materials were secret but nobody knew it;
you couldn't tell what it was. We flew this plane for a year and a half, and did radar
measurements right in this area overhead. And what always interests people is the fact
that that fellow in the cockpit is a person everybody' s heard of. He was my pilot for a
year and a half, Gus Grissom {Fig. 6}; he was one of the original seven astronauts in the
Mercury Program, subsequently killed unfortunately in the Apollo Program.

Fig. 6: Gus Grissom, test pilot of the low-signature T-33

But like I say we flew this thing for a year and in fact it did fly. {Fig. 7) It was kind of
funny because as I was telling Squire yesterday, planes are made to have nice smooth
trailing edges, fine edges or so the Air Force states. This thing had a trailing edge that
was two inches thick because the absorber was an inch thick and when the top and
bottom of the wing came together you have two inches. So you had the interesting
question of how did the plane fly with two-inch trailing edges? And I can tell you how it
flies; it over flies.
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Fig. 7: T-33 in flight
The darn thing-first time Gus landed it, he came into the field and the plane was like a
roller coaster up and down, up and down, because it lost all the smooth control. And
the first time he was coming in on a landing he says "Bahret, how the hell do I land this
thing?" And I said "very carefully Gus."
00:17:38

Brown: Excuse me Mr. Bahret, could you elaborate for us your remarks on the
predicted versus the measured characteristics of this experiment?

00:17:53

Bahret: Oh we had already done tests in the laboratory to see what this quality of
absorbent would do to the echo of this aircraft and it turned out very, very, close to the
flight data.
You must understand in making these dynamic measurements one of the problems we
had was determining a viewing angle. It's so hard with the plane up there running
around, bouncing around and everything like that. And we had Gus trying to pass over a
point on the ground at different heading, but as you well know if you've flown,
turbulence gets in the way of that careful plan . And sow had to do a lot of tests and
everything to duplicate data and average amounts sort of. It is always very difficult to
do dynamic testing and we never liked it, but headquarters said "do it," so who were we
to question.

00:18:52

Brown : And was the correlation between the predicted and the measured sufficient to
give confidence to the higher headquarters.
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00:18:58

Bahret: Oh sure, sure, sure, I mean they were within a few percent. It was very good.
No we had no problem .
And we did other kinds of qualitative tests. We often took another standard T-33 up
along and flew them in together in formation toward a radar. And when you only see
one you say "hmm ...something' s up.

00:19:41

We worked on a variety of targets which was one of the fun things about the job
because being the only game in town people kept coming and saying "hey can you do
something for me." This happens to be a reentry vehicle of a ballistic missile and this is
being tested out on the range at Holloman again. {Fig. 8)

Fig. 8: Re-entry Vehicle Nose Cone, HAFB
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And I'd have to say that this was not one of our best efforts. This was heavily restrained
by the users who said "we don't want to foul up the aerodynamics or anything else, so
don't do much to it." So all we did was put absorbent on it, but that's not the whole
secret to reducing the signature of the nose cone, but that's the way this was done.
This was an example however where we actually did a good job. That nose cone on the
top of that missile, an Atlas missile. (Fig. 9) And this was an interesting test. This
picture was taken at Vandenberg Air Force Base out in California. And the name of the
game was to fire this thing out into the Pacific to an island called Kwajalein which had
dozens and dozens of excellent radars that could measure amplitude of the signal and
everything and track the trajectory.

Fig. 9: Atlas Missile on Launching Pad at Vandenberg Air Force Base
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And despite controlled test, the guy on the ground saying "ok boys get ready...here we
come...5...4...3...2 ...1" and all that. They knew when to look and where. None of the
radars ever saw this thing and it splashed in the lagoon. And all I can say is that tells you
a little something about the ability to reduce signature because those radars were
excellent. And we were very happy.
00:22:00

Brown: Mr. Barhet this give an opportunity to observe that you were not only working
on aircraft, you were working on other kinds of flight vehicles.

00:22 :10

Bahret: Right. We'll talk a little more about that as we go on here. That was one of the
joys of the job. We got to work on no only flight vehicle of all kinds, but actually we
produced snorkel covers for the Navy for their nuclear submarines. And we did things
for the Army with tanks and helicopters. Generally it was a lot of fun fooling around
with all these things.

00:22:46

People get kind of excited when they get into this and start doing things on their own.
Actually this picture was taken out in San Diego at the Ryan Aeronautical Plan. {Fig. 10}

Fig. 10: Ryan Spy Drone at Vandenberg Air Force Base
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We had done an awful lot of work with Ryan in designing spy drones, some which you
see back here, which were used extensively in Viet Nam. They over flew China and
Thailand and North Viet Nam and everything and none of them even were detected.
They took thousands and thousands of pictures.
But Ryan got so carried away with this they said "Ok Bahret we're going to try
something her." And they designed this dude here which is small; it's got a five foot
wingspan. But it's a low-altitude battlefield reconnaissance vehicle. And it's built s so
that the ground radars couldn't see it hardly at all. See it's got a screen over the engine
to hide the engine blades when they turn around; they give the Doppler return to a
radar.
And a number of projects like this were done along the way. We did one with the Flight
Dynamics Laboratory. They wanted to design and build and fly a very low signature
vehicle. So we collaborated to build it; did the ground tests on it to see that it was
working properly. And when the Pentagon saw the report with the numbers they said
"thou shalt not publish that report." And so it went into somebody's archives, but I
don't know where.
00:24:55

This was a really, really, fun project. Back in the middle, late, sixties, I forget the Soviets
flew a satellite destruction vehicle. Shot it from the ground. They in fact hit one of their
own satellites to see that they would work. And of course at that point all the "Chicken
Littles" in the world crawl out of the woodwork, "the sky is falling; we're dead; the war
is over; we're sunk because they're going to destroy all our satellites." Well some
people said "hey you know maybe we ought to take a look at that."
So the vehicle in question was this thing here; this is the Agena satellite (Fig. 11} which
was for many, many, years our only major reconnaissance satellite, This had cameras in
it that could take pictures of license plates in Moscow, and it could read the license
number.

Fig. 11: Agena Satellite
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One thing you have to know is that these kind of satellites have to stay in a very
predictable orbit. Because, as any cameraman, photographer, will tell you, if you don't
hold a camera steady, you're going to get a blurry image. And when you're taking
pictures from a hundred and fifty miles up and trying to photograph a license plate,
thing have to be very steady.
So that was a concern. And of course there were immediate restraints on what we
might do. But the question came up "OK, what can we do to protect these kinds of
vehicles?" And they started the TRIPOD program. It lasted for six months. I don't think I
ever stopped travelling during that time. General Dynamics was involved because they
made part of this. I forget who else. Texas Instruments built part of the vehicle too.
00:27:12

Everyone got started and said "what can we do to protect this thing?" Well immediately
I knew that this vehicle is pretty big. This is a 1/8 scale model and there's a one foot
ruler, so you can see that e whole Agena is pretty big. And you'd say "well can't we hide
like we do other things?" Well first of all we couldn't change the shape; we couldn't' do
many of those things. And besides that, with this vehicle up in satellite orbit, you
wouldn't want it to fall that far without a parachute. But the truth of the matter is it's
only 150 miles away from the radar and any self-respecting radar can track things at
that distance. Radars that control all the aircraft do it every day. SO I said "guys you're
not going to be able to reduce the signature so that it can't be detected. They said "OK
well what can we do?"

00:28:12

Well first thing, the way this program was run we could do things and measure patterns,
and they were subjected to analysis by the signature guys out at NORAD, North
American Air Defense Command. Their Soviet counterparts of course do the same
thing. Because this vehicle sweeps by in a smooth way you get a pattern similar to the
one I showed you in the aircraft radar cross-section. After awhile you know when you
see it a second or third time you say "hmm...there it goes again."
And the first thing we had to figure out was what these people were doing to identify
the size and shape from that pattern. We were familiar with patterns, but we weren't
signature analysts. Eventually we found out what it is they were doing, and once that
happened the ballgame was over as far as we were concerned. Turned out, because it's
in orbit, you can do all kinds of wondrous things with devices which you inflate after it's
in orbit. You don't have to worry about aerodynamics or heat or anything else. And
once we found that out, oh we had a ball.

00:29:38

You see if you change the pattern, they can't identify it anymore. And if they can't
identify it anymore, then the next part of the game is you shoot up a lot of fifty dollar
balloons and surround it all over the sky. Then you say "OK, shoot your multi-million
dollar missile, but which one of those hundred objects are you going to hit?" And I'll
tell you there's such a thing as winning the war by having the other guy spend himself to
death. And that's exactly what we had.
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So we had a fine time. Finally got to Dr. John Starret; he was the Chief Scientist for
NORAD. Later we became good friends. He said "Bahret knock it off; you've got my
signature analysts going bananas. He said "they don't know what you're doing."
One time we had a pattern and the analyst came up with the solution. "They've got it
flying sideways and you can't do that." It wasn't flying sideways; it was flying normally,
but that was enough .
00:30:48

Brown: Mr. Bahret that suggests an aspect of defense that perhaps this relates to and
that would be the effectiveness of saturating an air defense; confusing an air defense
rather than becoming invisible to it.

00:31:03

That's exactly right. Hundreds of hundreds of studies were done in the lab. Because we
were electronic counter-measure guys and we were supposed to do whatever to defeat
the other guy. And every single time the most powerful way to defeat the guy was to
saturate his defense. They get an overload and the thing blows up. And that's what this
was and you could have a really fun time.
We did not always reduce echo. We also produced a lot of what we called "echo
enhancement devices," things that would make a bigger echo in a small size. And we
built things around that and we said "OK guys, find the one that is the real target." Well
one of them is in the Air Force Museum, the Quail; it was a decoy for a B-52. And you
know it cost a few thousand dollars, but on a B-52, the tires cost more than that.
OK, this is the last slide, (Fig. 13} but Squire mentioned earlier that we got into an awful
lot of things, and I never did quite understand this one, but then again, I don't ask too
many questions. In 1963, I was told that I had to be in Stockholm, Sweden, on Monday.
Ordinarily in those days, well still I suppose, you had to apply for an overseas travel
though "Fort Fumble," that's the Pentagon, weeks and weeks in advance. And they told
me this on a Monday prior to the time I was supposed to be in Stockholm.
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Fig. 13: Swedish Aircraft, the Saab 37-Viggen

00:33 :34

And I said " hey boss it's not possible to..." And he said "don't worry, just go home an
pack your bags." In three days I had my tickets; I had my passport; I had my orders and
everything and I was off to Stockholm . They sent a Colonel from the Pentagon to
babysit, to make sure I didn't shoot myself in the foot or anything. And another major
from Wright Field, he dealt with chaff and all that sort of thing.
We were the first three people from the United States military to go over and actually
the orders were to help these guys. And to this day I never knew why, but I was just
glad that I got my orders and tickets and passports. The state Department was involved
here I'm sure. The thing was the officers were forbidden to bring their uniforms. Part of
that was because Sweden was not in NATO and we were going to share things with the
Swedes that we didn't give to the NATO nations. You can see you're walking the fence.
Anyhow we got over there and Monday there was a conference, run by the FOA
(Swedish Research Establishment). A lot of foreign countries do things differently than
we do. In our country we have research labs associated with all the services. They think
that's nonsense and so do I because you tend to duplicate the same thing. Whereas
over there they have a central research laboratory and all the services come there and
say "hey we want you to do this," and they get the money and the guys do it. That way
you can use technology that you develop for service A to help service B.
So we went over there and they had their people present. My counterpart present on
Monday. And I'm sitting next to this Colonel and I said "hey I have a problem." And he
said "what?" I said "they're doing it all wrong; they're wasting money, time; it'll never
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succeed ...you want me to tell them that?' He said "that's our marching orders, 'help
'em."' Well I didn't want to get anybody up in front of the firing squad for being a
nitwit. But anyhow the next day I got up. And I have to tell you this room, they had a
large, room probably seated two or three hundred, I don't know. Every seat was full.
There were more generals in there than the stars in the sky. And I proceeded to say
"well fellows, I didn't mind your thinking, but I didn't particularly like what you
thought." And I went on to tell them that they were doing the problem the totally
wrong way.
00:36:15

For example, we knew by this time that the major echo sources on a fighter aircraft like
this were the inside ofthe intakes, because it captures energy in and squirts it around
and shoots it back; inside the radome the energy comes in, hits the antenna and goes
back; inside the cockpit, energy gets through the window, reflects and goes back. It had
nothing to do with the skin of the aircraft, nor lip. And yet these people, they were
working on reducing the intakes or the lips on the intakes, or the leading edges of the
wings. Total nonsense.
Well I guess I spoke for about an hour and they just wouldn't let up with the questions.
And that went on for the rest of that day and part of that night. But some general said
"hey...don't feel like you put our work down." He said "you helped us...you save us a
fortune."

00:37:21

For years after that Swedish engineers used to come over here and we'd put them in
touch with some of the better measurement facilities. They used to bring parts over
and check them out; bring the data back here to the lab and ask "what do you think?"
And that's the way it went. Pretty interesting stuff, but that's why the work was so very
rewarding. Did you have any other questions Squire?

00:38:02

Brown: Mr. Bahret I believe you've covered all of these projects with impressive detail.
I think you've done a great service for us this afternoon. Wright State University
appreciates it very much.

00:38:17

Well, I'm very happy to do it.

00:38:19

Thank you.
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